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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored
by an agency of the United States Government. Neither
the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor
any of their employees, make any warranty, express or
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute
or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by
the United States Government or any agency thereof. The
views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.
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The United States Government has rightsin this inventionpursuantto the

employer-employee relationshipof the U.S. Department of Energy and the

inventor.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This inventionrelates to a method and apparatus for homogenizingand

sampling heterogeneous feedstock. More particularly,this inventionrelates to a

method for providinga representative sample from heterogeneous feedstock

containingsolids, liquids,and volatile compoundsthat vaporize under standard

atmospheric conditions.
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DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART

Hazardous and/or radioactivematerials are typically present in two forms,

primary sources of contaminationand secondary hazardous waste. Examples of

primary sources ofcontamination are radioactive, chemical or biologicalmaterials.

Primary sources of contaminationby their nature present an increased risk to

human health and the environment upon exposure and must be maintained and

stored in such a manner as to prevent contactwith both.

The handlingof primary sources of contaminationresults in the generation

of secondary wastes. Typically, secondarywaste is a heterogeneous mixture of

materi&, such as protectiveclothing,polyethyleneair canisters, handling

equipment, sample bags, and laboratorysamplingaccessories (e.g., laboratory

wipes, glassware, and swabs). Protectiveclothingmay be in the form of full body

suits, goggles, face masks, boots, and gloves. This secondary heterogeneous

waste may be made from materials such as paper, cloth, vinyl, rubberized material,

Tyvek@, or metal. This secondary heterogeneouswaste may be contaminated

with organic compoundsin the form of solvents,oils, liquidsor in combinationwith

each other and/or inorganiccompoundsor elements. The proper storage,

treatment and disposal of the secondary heterogeneous waste depend on the type

of contamination.

Typically, secondary heterogeneouswaste is retained after use in

appropriate containmentvessels untila sufficientquantity of material is collected

25 for disposal. Under parts 261 and 268 of the Resource Conservation and

Recovery Act (RCRA), priorto final treatment or disposal, the secondary

heterogeneous waste must be characterized to determine the proper treatment and

disposal regime. The current procedurefor obtainingsamples involves personnel

dressed in appropriate personal protectiveequipment opening the containers,

reaching intothe secondary heterogeneouswaste matrix with a knife or scissors,
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cuttingrandomly-selected pieces of softwaste materials at different levels within

the container, depositingthem intosample jars, labeling them and sendingthem for

appropriate analysis in accordance with EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA)

PublicationSW-846. Due to the variabilityof the material that is contained in each

vessel it may be difficultto generate a statisticallyrepresentative sample of a small

enough size, for later chemical and physicalanalysis. Normally, with this sampling

method, items withineach vessel may be missed, thereby providinginaccurate

informationfor storage, treatment or disposalcompliance purposes. Further, this

method also exposes the sample taker unnecessarilyto radiationand/or chemical

hazards.

i Another problem associatedwith samplingthe secondary heterogeneous

waste is how to accurately capture volatile organic compounds at the detection

limits required under the regulations. Oftentimes, hazardous chemical constituents

adsorbed onto, or absorbed intothe softwaste matrices are not properlydetected in

the samples. This may be due to matrix effects, sampling error, the inherent

inaccuracy of the current samplingmethod, or a combinationof any or all of these.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

20

An object of this inventionis to providea representative sample from

heterogeneousfeedstock.

25

Another object of this inventionis to provide a process that will retain volatile

organic compoundscontainedwithina feedstock duringthe sampling procedure.

Another object of this inventionis to provide a process that is consistentwith

the hazardous waste regulations.
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Another object of this inventionis to providea process that reduces the

number of samples required to adequately characterize a populationof

heterogeneous waste.

Another object of this inventionis to providea contained apparatus such that

the apparatus is maintained at cryogenicoperatingconditionsand minimize the

spread of radioactiveand/or hazardous material and personnel exposure.

These and other objectivesof the invention,which will become apparent

from the followingdescription,have been achieved by a novel apparatus and

process for providinga homogeneous analyticalsample comprising:providinga

heteroQenousfeedstock having an average initialparticle size; reducingthe

temperature of the heterogeneous feedstock to a temperature below a critical

temperature; conveyingthe heterogeneousfeedstock (rubber, latex, plastic, paper

or wood) to a size reductiondevice; reducingthe size of the feedstock components;

blendingthe reduced size feedstock to form a homogeneous mixture;obtaininga

representative sample of the homogeneousmixture. Critical temperature is used

herein to mean a temperature below which a significantportionof the feedstock is

embrittled such that it will break or fracture upon bending, as opposed to flexing, as

well as retain the volatile organic compounds. Preferably, the criticaltemperature

is less than about 10OK(-173”C). Herein, heterogeneous feedstock refers to a

mixture of materials having a wide variabilityin size (e.g., suppliedair suitswhich

are 6 feet x 2ft to paper tissue which is 1 in x 2 inches) and chemical compositions.

The heterogeneous feedstock further comprisesrigidsolids, flexible solids, liquids,

and volatile organic compounds. The volatile organic compounds may include, but

are not limitedto, methyl ethyl ketone (MEK), carbon tetrachloride, benzene,

toluene and vinyl chloride. Preferably, the process of this inventionmaintains the

representative sample below the criticaltemperature priorto being analyzed.

Preferably, the size reductionand blendingstep are maintained at or below the

criticaltemperature. Preferably, the process of this invention maintains the
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representative sample below 10OK(-173 ‘C) and more preferably 77K (-196”C)

priorto being analyzed. The process is such that volatile organic compounds

present in the feedstock are retained in the representative sample. Preferably

liquidnitrogenis used to reduce the temperature of the feedstock below the critical

5 temperature and maintain the temperature below the criticaltemperature.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF DRAWINGS

With this descriptionof the invention,a detailed descriptionfollowswith

10 reference being made to the accompanyingfigures of drawingswhich form part of

the specification, in which like parts are designated by the same reference

15

20

25

numbkrs, and of which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic view of the

Fig. 2 is a front-planview of the

process of this invention;

device of this invention;

Fig. 3 is a side-plan view of the device of this invention;

Fig. 4 is a top-plan view of the shredder of this invention;

Fig. 5 is an enlarged view of region 5 of Fig. 4;

Fig. 6 is a detailed view of one shredder blade;

Fig. 7 is a partial cross-sectionalview of the shredder bearings for use with

this invention;

Fig. 8 is a partial cut away front-planview of the mixingdevice of this

invention;

Fig. 9 is a partial cut away side-view illustratingthe mixingpaddles and

blade assembly for use with this invention;

Fig. 10 is a side-plan view of the sampling device for use with this invention;

and

Fig. 11 is a front-planview of the preferred embodiment of this invention.
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The inventionis not limitedin its applicationto the details and construction

and arrangement of parts illustratedin the accompanying drawingssince the

inventionis capable of other embodimentsthat are being practiced or carried out in

various ways. Also, the phraseologyand terminologyemployed herein are for the

purpose of descriptionand not of limitation.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Descriptionof the Preferred Embodiment(s)

10

15

20

The process of this inventionis shown generally at 10 in schematic form in

Fig. l.{ Typically, the feedstock of heterogeneous material 12 is stored in vessels

14, e.g., 55 gallon steel drums. The feedstock may contain protective bodysuits,

boots, goggles, rags, laboratorytissues (commonlyknown as KIMWIPES@ ) and

various protectiveclothingand accessories. The heterogeneous feedstock

contains a mixture of materials, such as, but not limitedto paper, vinyl, rubber,

plastic, and wood, which may be contaminatedwith a wide range of inorganicand

organic compoundsand/or radioactivecomponents. The compoundsfrom which

the feedstock is made includea wide range of chemical compounds (straight chain

polymers, branched chain polymers,cyclicorganic, cellulosic,and aromatics). The

feedstock has a wide variability in size (e.g., supplied air suitswhich are 6 feet x 2ft

to paper tissue which is 1 in x 2 inches). The heterogeneous material 12 is placed

in a vat 16 and chilledto a temperature less than a criticaltemperature. Critical

temperature is used herein to mean a temperature below which a significantportion

25 of the feedstock is embrittledsuch that itwill break or fracture upon bending, as

opposed to flexing, and retains the volatile organiccompounds. The temperature of

the feedstock maybe reduced by exposing it to cryogenic coolantssuch as chilled

gases or liquids. Preferably, the feedstock is chilled by immersion in liquidnitrogen

at atmospheric pressures, which is maintained at about 77K (-196”C). Other

30 gases and liquidssuch as a liquidor chilledgaseous carbon dioxide, or simil’ar
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compoundsmay be used. It is importantthat the gas or liquidselected does not

chemically react with the feedstock and maintains the temperature low enough to

retain organic compounds. The heterogeneous material 12 is reduced to a second

smaller sized material ’18by size reductionequipment. The sized material 18 is

blended to generate a homogenized mixture20, which is then sampled to produce

a representative sample 22 for analysis. The sized material 18, homogenized

material 20, and representative samples are maintained below the critical

temperature.

The soft waste and size reductionapparatus for use with this inventionis

shown in Fig. 2 and Fig 3. generally at 30. Material to be sampled (not shown) is

pre chilledto the criticaltemperature in the precookingvessel 32 in a cryogenic

coolant, preferably liquidnitrogen,priorto processingby this device. Material is

delivered intothe shredder 34 via feed hopper 36 which is cooled by the periodic

delivery of a cryogenic coolantto reservoir38 providedthrough conduit40 from the

liquidnitrogenstorage tank (Not shown). Reduced material 42 from the shredder

34 is transferred to the mixer 44 via hopper46. The feed hopper 36, shredder 34,

and mixer 44 may be cooled, as needed, by a feed of cryogeniccoolantvia

conduits48, 40 (noted hereinabove), 50, and 52 respectively. Only the equipment

20 is cooled. The pre chillingof the feedstock minimizes the need to spray cryogenic

fluid onto feedstock during operationof the process. The blend material is sampled

from the mixer 44 by access obtainedthrough mixer opening 54 after the mixer 44

is moved from its normally operatingpositionbelow the shredder 34 to a second

position,by means of roller56 and track system 58 where access to the mixer 44

can be provided.25

30

The soft waste and size reductionapparatus 30 (as shown in Figs. 2 and 3)

is maintained at a temperature below ambient temperature and preferably at a

temperature below the critical temperature. Preferably the criticaltemperature is

liquidnitrogentemperatures 77 K (-196°C). A cryogenicchamberkold box 60 as
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shown in Figs. 2, 3 surroundsthe softwaste and size reductionapparatus 30.

Further, each process componentof the apparatus 30 is isolatedfrom the ambient

environment and the motors used to drive the equipment so that the cold box 60 is

maintained at or below ambient temperature. The shredder shaft 62 is coupled via

a flexible coupling64, such as a hex joint, to a low thermal conductivityshaft 66.

The low-conductivityshaft 66 is typicallyconstructedfrom a hollowtube to further

reduce the thermal conductivity. The second end of the shredder low-conductivity

shredder shaft 66 is coupled by means of a second flexible coupling68 (U-joint, Fig.

4) to a gear reductionbox 70 and motor72. A counter torque tube 74 connects the

gearbox front plate 76 to the shredder supportframe 78 to oppose the torque

conductedthroughthe shredder shaft 66.

The shredder 34, the rollers,and the associated drive assembly are shown

in a top view in Fig. 4. The shredder 34 for use in the fine or final shreddingof the

feedstock has been designed for operationat below ambient temperature and in

particular, operation at cryogenictemperatures, which preferably is at about liquid

nitrogentemperatures. The shredder 34 as shown is constructedof two counter

rotating shredder shafts 62 held by bearings 80 held in bearing assemblies 82. The

detail constructionof the bearing assemblies 82 and coolingsystem will be

discussed later. The cutter blades 84 as shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are constructedof

Maraging 200 steel, or similar material to retain the requisite hardness, yet

withstand operation at cryogenictemperatures. The material from which the cutter

blades are made must be sufficientlyhard to cut brittlepolymers and other solids

while remaining sufficientlyductile, at temperatures as low as 77K (-196”C), to

avoid excessive wear or possibleshattering. The configurationof the cutter blades

84 for use in the final size reductionof the feedstock is typicallysuch that the

thickness 86 and spacing 88 requiresthe use of narrow gauge materials. Due to the

mechanical stresses placed on the cutter blades 84 it is impracticalfrom an

operation standpointto rely on the narrowthickness 86 (Typicallyon the order of

3mm) of the cutter blades 84 to conductthe torque from the shredder shaft 62 to
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the edge 90 of the cutter blade 84, as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, the cutter blades

84 are constructedin unitsof 8 or 10 blades that are attached to a central collar 92,

(Fig. 6). The collar 92 is keyed 94 to engage with the shredder shaft 62 to provide

for the effective transfer of torque from the shredder shaft 62 to the cutter blades

5 84.

BEARING ASSEMBLY

To remove heat generated by frictionwithin the bearing assembly 82 and to

10 maintain the bearings 80 at the criticaltemperature a cryogeniccoolingsystem is

proposed and is illustratedin Fig. 7. A cryogeniccoolant, preferably liquidnitrogen,

is fed through inlet conduit96 to bearing chamber 98. The cryogeniccoolant

passes around bearings 80 held between inner bearing raceway 100 and outer

bearing raceway 102 into reservoir f04. The cryogenic coolantexits the bearing

15 assembly 82 through exhaust conduit106 and is returned to a cryogenic coolant

feed tank (not shown). A drive shaft seal 108 and a cutter shaft seal 110 seal the

bearing assembly 82 to prevent the loss of the cryogenic coolant. For the bearings

80 to operate properly at cryogenictemperatures, the bearings must be chilled to

cryogenic temperatures then warmed gradually to ambient temperatures before

20 final finishingin order to avoid seizingduringoperation at cryogenictemperatures,

due to a Ivlartensitictransformation.

25 MIXER ASSEMBLY

The reduced material 42 exitingthe shredder 34 passes through hopper 46

intothe mixer 44, which is shown in detail in Figs. 8 and 9. Reduced material 42

passes through mixer opening54 of mixer 44 and enters the mixingchamber 112

where it is agitated by mixingpaddles 114 affixed to mixer shaft 116. The mixing

30 paddles 114 comprises a paddle arm 118 that is substantiallyperpendicular to the

10
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mixingshaft 116, a rotated paddle section120 at an angle a from the paddle arm

118, and a paddle base 122 substantiallyperpendicularto the rotated paddle

section 120. The angle a is from about 30° to about 60° and preferably45°. The

mixingpaddles 114 are oriented in such a manner that the reduced material 42 is

swept toward the center of the mixingchamber 112. For example, for the mixer 44

shown in Figs, 8 and 9, the rotated paddle sections 120 located in the firstsection

124 of the mixer 44 are rotated clockwiserelative to the paddle arms 118, while the

rotated paddle sections 120 located in the second section 126 of the mixer 44 are

rotated counter clockwise relative to the paddle arms 118. The reduced material 42

moves to the center of the mixingchamber 112 where it strikes the fixed blade 128

that is affixed to the mixer inner wall 130 adjacent to the mixer opening 54 near the

top of the mixer 44. The action of the reduced material 42 impactingon the fixed

blade 128 breaks up agglomerationsof the reduced material 42, thereby improving

the mixingefficiency by providingbothaxial and radial blending.

SAMPLING

Representative samples of the reduced material are removed from the mixer

44. The mixer 44 is moved from its operatingposition130, as shown in Fig. 2, to

the sampling position132. A representativesample is withdrawnfrom the mixer 44

with tongs or a clamping device (not shown) and placed in sample bottle 134 as

shown in Fig. 10. A funnel 136 directsthe reduced material 42 intothe sample

bottle 134. A manipulator 140 permitshandlingof the reduced material 42 sample

and sample bottle 134 while maintainingthe two at cryogenic temperatures. The

sample bottle 134 can be clamped intothe manipulator140 with clamp 142 by

movingtransfer rod 144 withinguide tube 146. The sample bottle 134 can then be

placed into an insulated storage container (not shown) where it can be maintained

at the desired temperature untilanalyzed. Preferably the sample bottle134 is

maintained at at least the temperature of dry ice (solid COZ) or at liquidnitrogen

temperature 77K (-196°C).

30
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PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

In the preferred embodiment, as shown in Fig. 11, feedstock is introduced

intothe Soft Waste Processing System 150, through air lock 152. The feedstock

introducedintothe soft waste processingsystem 150 would normallybe the entire

contentsof one storage vessel (not shown), for example a 55 gallon storage drum.

Access to the air lock 152 is obtainedthroughexterior door 154. The air lock 152 is

purged with an inert gas, such as nitrogen,argon, or helium, preferably nitrogen,

through gas purge inlet 155. The exhaust gas exits throughexhaust port 156 and

enters a filter system priorto release to the atmosphere. The feedstock introduced

into the soft waste process system 150 via airlock 152 passes throughinteriordoor

158 where it falls intothe pre-chillingvessel f60 that containsthe cryogenicfluid,

preferably liquidnitrogen. After the feedstock is cooled to below the critical

temperature, the feedstock is raised to the discharge position162with the aid of

moveable screen 164. The material from which the moveable screen 164 is

fabricated can be any suitable material that remains flexible and stable at the critical

temperature, such as, but not limitedto stainless steel or copper. The feedstock

falls intothe primary shredder feed hopper 166, where it is held priorto introduction

into primary shredder 168. The primary shredder ’168reduces the feedstock size

20 from the initialvariable size (e.g., 6X2 to 2in x 1 in) to about% in x 4 in. of the

initialaverage feed size. The feedstock in the primary shredder 168 is maintained

at or below the critical temperature by periodiccoolingwith cryogenicfluid, as

needed, through nozzles 170. The primary shredder discharge falls into secondary

shredder hopper 172 from which it is fed intothe secondary shredder 174,such as

a twin-shaft, low speed, high torque shredder.” The secondary shredder 174 is

similar in design and features to shredder 34 discussed hereinabove. The

discharge from the secondary shredder is reduced from about a 4:1 to about 32:1

(final size is on the order of an 1/8 inch square) of the particlesize of the feed

material fed intothe secondary shredder 174.

30
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The feedstock dischargedfrom the secondary shredder 174 enters the

mixer 176. After ail the feedstock from one vessel has passed throughthe primary

shredder 168 and the secondary shredder 174 and intothe mixer 176 the contents

would be allowed to mix for a suticient periodof time to permit the contents to

stabilize as a homogeneousmix. The mixer 176 is then moved from the processing

position178 (indicated by arrows) to the sampling position180 by means of rail

system 182. A representative sample is taken from mixer 176 with sample vessel

184. The representative samples are moved to an insulatedstorage container (not

shown) for retentionuntil analysisof the samples. The samples are preferably

maintained at 100K (-173”C) or more preferably 77K (-196”C) untilanalyzed. After

sampling the mixer 176 is moved to discharge position186 where it is delivered into

discharge hopper 188 and fed intostorage vessel 190. The storage vessel 190

may be covered with a glove box system 192 to permit safe handlingof the

processed secondary waste. The pre-chillingvessel 160, primary shredder 168,

secondary shredder 174,mixer 176 and samplingzone 194 are collectivelydefined

as the sample processingzone 196.

The sample processingzone 196 is containedwithinan insulated chamber

198 in order to maintain the process and equipment at or below the critical

temperature. The transportzone 200 located above the sample processingzone

196 may be maintained at a temperature above the criticaltemperature. Preferably

the transport zone 200 is maintainedat about ambient temperature and at a slight

negative pressure to limitthe release of gasses or toxic material from the process.

Exhaust is providedthrough port 202 througha HEPA filtersystem (not shown) and

other gas processingsystems. The interface 204 at the top of the sample

processingzone 196 is open to the transportzone 200. Additionalaccess to the

sample processingzone 196 and the transportzone 200 is provided by glove ports

206 and 208 respectively.
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The primary shredder 168 can be a shredder similar to shredder 34, such as

a twin-shaft, low speed, hightorque shredder or similarshredder. The primary

shredder 168 should be constructedfrom stainless steel or similar material having

stabilityat cryogenic temperatures, in additionto facilitatingeasy for clean-up and

decontamination. The secondary shredder 174 described hereinabove is similar in

constructionand features to shredder 34 discussed previously. Preferably, the

secondary shredder 174 and mixer 176 are constructedfrom stainless steel or

similar material except where noted. The design of mixer 176 is similar to mixer 44

discussed hereinabove.

Thus, in accordance with the invention,there has been provideda process

that wfll retain volatile organiccompoundscontainedwithina feedstock duringthe

sampling procedure. There has also been pr~vided a representative sample from

heterogeneousfeedstock. There has also been provideda process that is consistent

with the hazardous waste regulations. There has also been provideda process

that reduces the number of samples required to adequately characterize a

populationof heterogeneous waste. Additionally,there has been provided a

contained apparatus such that the apparatus is maintained at cryogenic operating

conditionsand minimizes the spread of radioactive and/or hazardous material and

personnel exposure.

With this descriptionof the inventionin detail, those skilled in the art will

appreciate that modificationmay be made to the inventionwithoutdeparting form

the spiritthereof. Therefore, it is not intendedthat the scope of the inventionbe

limitedto the specific embodimentsthat have been illustratedand described.

Rather, it is intended that the scope to the inventionbe determined by the scope of ,

the appended claims.
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ABSTRACT

An apparatus and process for producinga homogeneous analytical sample

from a heterogeneousfeedstock by: providingthe mixed feedstock, reducingthe

temp&ature of the feedstock to a temperature below a criticaltemperature, reducing

the size of the feedstock components, blendingthe reduced size feedstock to form a

homogeneous mixture; and obtaininga representative sample of the homogeneous

mixture. The size reductionand blendingsteps are performed at temperatures

below the criticaltemperature in order to retain organic compoundsin the form of

solvents, oils, or liquidsthat may be adsorbed onto or absorbed into the solid

components of the mixture, while also improvingthe efficiencyof the size reduction.

Preferably, the criticaltemperature is less than 77K (-196”C). Further, with the

process of this inventionthe representative sample maybe maintained below the

critical temperature untilbeing analyzed.

18


